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Abstract: The cost-effectiveness of nivolumab versus docetaxel in patients with previously 

treated non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) was estimated in a cohort-based, partitioned 

survival model with three health states (progression-free, progressed disease, and death) 

and a time horizon of 15 years. The base-case model was developed using extrapolations 

of progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) data from the CheckMate 017 

and 057 randomized trials, and 2015 Swedish unit costs. An annual discount rate of 3% 

was applied. Base-case time-on-treatment was based on PFS (CheckMate 017) or time-to-

treatment discontinuation (CheckMate 057), depending on whether PFS was a close proxy 

for time-on-treatment. Data extrapolations from CheckMate 017 and 057 were validated 

against external trial and registry data. Model utilities were derived from CheckMate 017 

and 057 with UK weights (base-case) and Swedish weights (scenario analysis). Uncertainty 

was assessed using sensitivity analyses adjusted for clinical, utility, and cost data. 

Outcomes included incremental cost per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained. The 

base-case model showed that nivolumab was associated with QALY gains of 0.72 

(squamous) and 0.81 (non-squamous) versus docetaxel at an incremental cost of 734,573 

SEK (€69,174) and 999,032 SEK (€94,078), respectively. This resulted in an incremental 

cost per QALY gained for nivolumab versus docetaxel of 1,013,697 SEK (€95,459) and 

1,231,664 SEK (€115,985) in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC, respectively. Scenario 

analysis utilizing Swedish utility weights resulted in slightly lower incremental cost per 

QALY gained of 855,505 SEK (€80,562) (squamous) and 1,165,401 SEK (€109,745) (non-

squamous). Deterministic sensitivity analysis showed that utility weights, treatment costs, 

discount rates, and body weight were key drivers of cost-effectiveness. Overall, the model 

showed that cost-effectiveness was driven by nivolumab price, but nivolumab remained 

cost-effective in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC in accordance with previous 

appraisals by the Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (Tandvårds- och 

läkemedelsförmånsverket) and New Therapies Council in Sweden.   
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1 Introduction 

Lung cancer is the most common cancer-related cause of death in Europe (Union for 

International Cancer Control 2018). In Sweden, an estimated 3,600 people die of lung cancer 

and around 4,000 cases are diagnosed annually (NORDCAN Association of the Nordic 

Cancer Registries 2019). Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for 85% of lung 

cancer (Zappa et al. 2016). It has two main sub-types based on cell histology: non-squamous 

(70-75%), which includes adenocarcinoma and large cell lung cancer, and squamous (25-

30%) (Zappa et al. 2016).  

The prognosis for patients with NSCLC who have not responded to first-line 

treatment is poor and, until recently, treatment options were limited. Nivolumab, a fully 

human immunoglobulin G4 programmed death-1 immune checkpoint inhibitor antibody, 

was granted European Medicines Agency approval for the treatment of adults with locally 

advanced or metastatic squamous NSCLC and non-squamous NSCLC after prior 

chemotherapy in 2015 and 2016, respectively (European Medicines Agency 2019). The 

efficacy of nivolumab in locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC after prior chemotherapy 

has been demonstrated in two pivotal randomized, open-label, international Phase III trials 

known as CheckMate 017 (Brahmer et al. 2015) and CheckMate 057 (Borghaei et al. 2015). 

Both trials compared nivolumab with docetaxel, with the primary endpoint of overall 

survival (OS) and a secondary endpoint of progression-free survival (PFS). 

CheckMate 017 enrolled 272 patients with advanced squamous NSCLC that had 

progressed during or after one prior platinum-containing chemotherapy regimen. Prior 

maintenance therapy as part of first-line treatment was allowed. Patients were excluded if 

they had more than one prior line of therapy for metastatic disease. In this trial, the median 

OS was 9.2 months with nivolumab versus 6.0 months with docetaxel and, at 1 year, the OS 

rate was 42% for nivolumab compared with 24% for docetaxel (Brahmer et al. 2015). 

CheckMate 057 enrolled 582 patients with advanced non-squamous NSCLC that had 

progressed following treatment with one prior platinum-doublet chemotherapy 

(maintenance was allowed). Patients with known epidermal growth factor receptor mutation 

or anaplastic lymphoma kinase translocation could have previously received or could be 

receiving one additional private line of tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy, and approximately 

11% of patients had received more than one prior line of treatment. In this trial, the median 

OS was 12.2 months and 9.4 months, and 1-year OS rates were 51% and 39% in the 

nivolumab and docetaxel groups, respectively (Borghaei et al. 2015). 

In Sweden, economic models for nivolumab in squamous and non-squamous 

NSCLC were submitted to the Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (Tandvårds- och 

läkemedelsförmånsverket [TLV]) in November 2015 and March 2016, respectively 

(Tandvårds- och läkemedelsförmånsverket 2017, Tandvårds- och läkemedelsförmånsverket 

2015). Following two separate histology-specific, independent evaluations by the TLV, 

nivolumab was recommended for use by the New Therapies Council as a treatment option 

in previously treated squamous and non-squamous NSCLC; this council is a group of 

experts that make recommendations on new drugs to Swedish county councils. This study 

presents a cost-effectiveness analysis of nivolumab in the treatment of advanced NSCLC in 

Sweden that was based on the models submitted to the TLV. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Cost-effectiveness model 

A cohort-based, partitioned survival model was developed with three mutually exclusive 

health states: progression-free, progressed-disease, and death. All patients entered the model 

in the progression-free health state. This model aimed to evaluate the incremental cost-

effectiveness of nivolumab versus docetaxel for advanced (metastatic; Stage IIIb/IV) 

squamous and non-squamous NSCLC that had progressed during or after platinum-doublet 

chemotherapy. At the point of conducting the analysis, a minimum follow-up of 12 months 

was available for CheckMate 017, and a minimum follow-up of 18 months was available 

for CheckMate 057. Therefore, the modelling method required the extrapolation of PFS and 

OS data from the trials to the defined time horizon for the evaluation. The cumulative 

survival probabilities for PFS and OS were used to estimate the number of patients 

occupying the progression-free, progressed-disease, and death states over time. The model 

adopted the lifetime perspective of an advanced NSCLC patient, with a time horizon of 15 

years. A cycle length of 1 week was selected as this period is the largest common 

denominator between the cycle lengths of nivolumab (4 weeks) and docetaxel (3 weeks) 

administration. The model structure is shown in Figure 1.  

Parametric curves were fitted to OS and PFS data from the CheckMate 017 and 

CheckMate 057 trials, using guidelines from the National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence (Latimer 2011). Log-cumulative hazards, log-cumulative odds, and standardized 

normal plots were generated for the OS and PFS data from the CheckMate 017 and 

CheckMate 057 trials. Grambsch and Therneau correlation tests between Schoenfeld 

residuals and the log of time were also performed. These analyses were used to assess 

whether the comparative treatment effects between nivolumab and docetaxel could be 

modelled and extrapolated using the assumption of proportional hazards, proportional odds, 

or an accelerated failure time effect. In cases where the proportional effects assumptions 

were violated, parametric distributions were fitted to each treatment arm independently. 

A number of standard parametric and cubic spline models were tested. The choice 

of distribution for each arm was selected based on a) statistical goodness-of-fit and b) 

clinical validation. For PFS and OS goodness-of-fit was based on Akaike information 

criterion (AIC) statistics, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) statistics, and visual 

inspection. Clinical plausibility of extrapolated survival curves was assessed by comparing 

extrapolated data against clinical trials of nivolumab with longer follow-up than the two 

pivotal Phase III trials and real-world data sources. For nivolumab, longer follow-up was 

available through two sources: CheckMate 003 (Gettinger et al. 2015) and CheckMate 063 

(Rizvi et al. 2015). CheckMate 003 was a Phase IB, open-label, multicentre, multidose, 

dose-escalation trial evaluating the safety, antitumour activity, and pharmacokinetics of 

nivolumab as a single agent in previously treated patients with advanced melanoma, 

NSCLC, renal cell carcinoma, castration-resistant prostate cancer, or colorectal cancer. As 

this trial presents the longest survival follow-up of patients treated with nivolumab, the 

NSCLC cohort of CheckMate 003 was used to help validate the choice of parametric curve 

for PFS and OS. CheckMate 063 was a single-arm, Phase II trial evaluating the efficacy of 

nivolumab in third-line or greater advanced squamous NSCLC. Therefore, this trial was 

used to help validate the choice of parametric survival model selected for PFS and OS in 

squamous NSCLC. Both CheckMate 003 and CheckMate 063 exhibited a plateau in OS and 

durable survival that is characteristic of treatment with immunotherapy. Given the model 

had a time horizon of 15 years, validation of long-term extrapolated survival for both 

docetaxel and nivolumab had to rely on conditional survival data from real-world data sets 
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during the period in which no follow-up from any nivolumab trial was available: the 

Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program data set of the US National 

Cancer Institute; and the national cancer registries of Sweden and Norway (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb 2015a, KREFT Registeret 2015, National Cancer Institute 2019, Regionala 

Cancercentrum I Samverkan 2014). The parametric curve selected for nivolumab OS had to 

meet the criterion of having a higher conditional survival year-on-year than that of 

docetaxel. Lastly, base-case survival curves selected, nivolumab trial data from CheckMate 

003 and CheckMate 063, and real-world data sources utilized for validation were discussed 

with clinical experts to further substantiate clinical plausibility.  

 

 
Figure 1: Health state structure of the economic model 

PD = progressed-disease; PF = progression-free. 

 

The economic model assumed that patients received the treatment of interest if they 

were progression-free, i.e. whilst in the progression-free health state. However, the clinical 

trial protocols for CheckMate 017 and CheckMate 057 allowed the clinical investigators to 

continue treatment with nivolumab beyond progression as defined by Response Evaluation 

Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) v1.1 (Eisenhauer et al. 2009), if the investigator assessed 

that the patient was receiving clinical benefit and did not have an unacceptable level of side 

effects from the trial drug. In addition, patients could also discontinue either treatment 

before RECIST v1.1–defined progression for several reasons, including toxicity. Therefore, 

both PFS and time-to-treatment discontinuation data were analysed in each trial to determine 

which data were most appropriate to calculate the proportion of patients in the progression-

free health state and serve as a proxy for treatment duration in the base-case.  

Health state utilities for patients in the progression-free or progressed-disease health 

state were derived using EuroQoL-5D 3-level questionnaire data collected in the CheckMate 

017 and CheckMate 057 trials, and country-specific weights for the UK and Sweden were 

applied. UK weights (Dolan 1997) were used for the base-case and a scenario analysis was 

conducted using the Swedish weights (Burstrom et al. 2014). The utility for death was 

assumed to be 0. The models included the cost associated with treatment acquisition, 

treatment administration, disease management, treatment monitoring, subsequent treatment, 

terminal care, and adverse events. All costs were based on 2015 Swedish-specific unit costs. 

All unit costs are summarized in Table S1 (Apoteket 2015, NordDRG 2013, NordDRG 

2014, Södra Regionvårdsnämnden 2014, Södra Regionvårdsnämnden 2015, Tandvårds- och 

läkemedelsförmånsverket 2015). An annual discount rate of 3% was applied to both costs 

and health outcomes in line with guidance from the TLV (Tandvårds- och 

läkemedelsförmånsverket 2017).  
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The models included both deterministic sensitivity analysis (DSA) and probabilistic 

sensitivity analysis (PSA) for key parameters (Table S2). In addition, scenario analyses were 

undertaken to estimate the impact of alternative maximum periods of treatment duration for 

nivolumab. Although the trial protocols for CheckMate 017 and CheckMate 057 specified 

that patients should receive nivolumab until progression or toxicity, other nivolumab trials 

have specified or evaluated treatment up to a maximum duration. For example, CheckMate 

003 (Gettinger et al. 2015) implemented a treatment-stopping rule of around 2 years (96 

weeks). Therefore, patients in CheckMate 003 who remained in progression-free received 

no treatment after 96 weeks and the OS measured in the follow-up reflects a maximum 

duration of treatment (Table S3 and Table S4) (Antonia et al. 2014, Brahmer et al. 2017, 

Brahmer et al. 2015, Bristol-Myers Squibb 2015a, Bristol-Myers Squibb 2015b, Bristol-

Myers Squibb 2017, Font et al. 2017, Gettinger et al. 2015, KREFT Registeret 2015, 

Regionala Cancercentrum I Samverkan 2014).  

Disease-management costs were assigned per model cycle in the progression-free 

and progressed-disease health states. Resource use related to disease management in each 

health state was sourced through interviews with three clinical experts in the treatment of 

NSCLC (KOL: Swedish NSCLC clinical expert 2015, Socialstyrelsen 2015, Södra 

Regionvårdsnämnden 2018). Unit costs of each resource use item were sourced from 

regional price lists and tariffs for the Swedish diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) to estimate 

a unit cost per model cycle. Costs for patients in the progression-free and progressed-disease 

health states amounted to 2,020.06 SEK (€196.96) per 4 weeks, and 1,281.09 SEK (€124.91) 

per 4 weeks, respectively. In the model, the cost per dose of nivolumab was calculated by 

optimizing the combination of the two available vial sizes and minimizing wastage. The 

cost of preparing the drug was provided by the TLV; the cost of drug administration and 

associated lab tests were sourced from a regional price list (Södra Regionvårdsnämnden 

2018). Unit costs associated with the management of grade 3/4 treatment-related adverse 

events that occurred during the treatment phase were applied to the incidence of adverse 

events by using the Swedish tariffs for the respective DRGs. Interviews with clinical experts 

were conducted in order to validate the applied costs and resource use per adverse event 

(KOL: Swedish NSCLC clinical expert 2015). 

2.2 Analysis for squamous NSCLC 

The cost-effectiveness analysis for squamous NSCLC compared nivolumab with docetaxel. 

Docetaxel was determined to be the relevant comparator to nivolumab at the time of 

submission. Clinical inputs such as OS, PFS, incidence of grade 3/4 adverse events, and 

utility estimates by health state were derived directly using patient-level data from 

CheckMate 017. Comparison of the Kaplan–Meier curves for PFS and time-to-treatment 

discontinuation for nivolumab demonstrated that the two curves were almost superimposed, 

indicating that any extrapolation of PFS would be similar to time-to-treatment 

discontinuation and the two options would estimate similar treatment duration values. For 

the squamous NSCLC analysis, PFS was therefore used as an estimate of treatment duration.  

There was evidence that the proportional hazards assumption held between the OS 

arms for nivolumab and docetaxel in CheckMate 017. For the base-case analysis, OS for 

docetaxel was extrapolated by fitting a log-logistic curve to the docetaxel data; nivolumab 

OS was extrapolated by applying the hazard ratio (HR) reported in the CheckMate 017 trial 

to the docetaxel data (HR: 0.59; 95% confidence interval: 0.44, 0.79; p<0.001). The log-

logistic model was chosen because it provided a good fit to the observed data according to 

AIC/BIC criteria (Table S5) and visual inspection and was consistent with the conditional 

survival estimates from external data sets in the long-term. These external data sets included 
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CheckMate 003 (Gettinger et al. 2015) and CheckMate 063 (Rizvi et al. 2015) for 

nivolumab, and SEER data for docetaxel and nivolumab following the last landmark 

available from the CheckMate 003 and 063 trials. In the original TLV submission, the 

minimum follow-up was 3 years in CheckMate 003 and 12 months in CheckMate 017. An 

update of CheckMate 003 with a minimum follow-up of 5 years and an update of 

CheckMate 017 with a minimum follow-up of 3 years has since been presented (Brahmer 

et al. 2017, Font et al. 2017). The longer follow-ups further confirm the appropriateness of 

the chosen log-logistic model for nivolumab OS (Table S4) (Antonia et al. 2014, Brahmer 

et al. 2015, Bristol-Myers Squibb 2017, Font et al. 2017, Gettinger et al. 2015).  

The proportional hazards assumption did not hold between the PFS arms for 

nivolumab and docetaxel. Therefore, a dependent 2-knot spline hazards model was fitted to 

both the nivolumab and docetaxel arms and adjusted for shape and scale. An interaction 

term on the gamma 1 allowed the model to fit both arms well, despite the non-proportional 

hazards. Visual inspection and AIC/BIC statistics (Table S5) were used to assess the fit to 

the Kaplan–Meier data. For nivolumab, the long-term extrapolation was validated using data 

from the CheckMate 003 (Gettinger et al. 2015) and CheckMate 063 (Rizvi et al. 2015) 

trials (Table S6) (Antonia et al. 2014, Brahmer et al. 2015). For docetaxel there were no 

real-world data sets that provided long-term PFS estimates; therefore, validation was limited 

to CheckMate 017 data. However, a very small proportion of patients remained in the 

progression-free state for docetaxel at 1 year, minimizing the uncertainty of the extrapolated 

curve (Table S7).  

The base-case OS and PFS curves over 18 months and extrapolated over a lifetime 

horizon are displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. Health state utilities for patients 

in the progression-free and progressed-disease health states were tested to assess statistically 

significant differences by treatment arm. No statistically significant differences were seen; 

therefore, health state utilities were not differentiated by treatment (Table 1) (Burstrom et 

al. 2014, Dolan 1997). 

 

 
Figure 2: Parametric curves for OS over 18 months (squamous analysis; CheckMate 017) 

OS = overall survival. 
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Figure 3:  Parametric curves for OS and PFS extrapolated over a lifetime horizon 

with validation using nivolumab trials with longer follow-up (squamous 

analysis; CheckMate 017)  

OS = overall survival; PFS = progression-free survival. 

 

Table 1:  Mean EQ-5D-3L values from the squamous analysis (CheckMate 017) by 

health state 

Country (reference for tariff) Progression-free  

health state utility 

Mean (95% CI) 

Progressed disease  

health state utility 

Mean (95% CI) 

UK (Dolan 1997) 0.750 (0.734, 0.765) 0.592 (0.550, 0.634) 

Sweden (Burstrom et al. 2014) 0.841 (0.833, 0.849) 0.764 (0.746, 0.781) 

CI = confidence interval; EQ-5D-3L = EuroQoL-5D 3-level questionnaire. 

 

2.3 Analysis for non-squamous NSCLC 

As for squamous NSCLC, docetaxel was determined to be the relevant comparator to 

nivolumab at the time of submission. As with the squamous analysis, clinical inputs such as 

OS, PFS, incidence of grade 3/4 adverse events, and utility estimates by health state were 

derived directly using patient-level data from CheckMate 057.  

In contrast to the squamous analysis, comparison of time-to-treatment 

discontinuation and PFS data for non-squamous NSCLC demonstrated that the Kaplan–

Meier curve for time-to-treatment discontinuation was slightly above the Kaplan–Meier 

curve for PFS for nivolumab, implying that some patients remained on treatment beyond 

progression, as was allowed per trial design. Considering this difference, survival curves 

were fitted to both PFS and time-to-treatment discontinuation and included in the economic 

model. As a conservative assumption, time-to-treatment discontinuation was used to model 

treatment duration in the base-case, and a scenario analysis utilized PFS data. 

The proportional hazards assumption was violated for OS, PFS, and time-to-

treatment discontinuation, given the Kaplan–Meier curves for nivolumab and docetaxel 

crossed within the follow-up period. Therefore, parametric curves were fitted to the Kaplan–

Meier data for each treatment arm and outcome independently. In the base-case for 

nivolumab OS, PFS, and time-to-treatment discontinuation the log-normal, 1-knot spline 

odds, and 1-knot spline odds model were selected, respectively. For docetaxel OS, PFS, and 
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time-to-treatment discontinuation the generalized gamma, log-normal, and generalized 

gamma model were selected, respectively.  

For OS, PFS, and time-to-treatment discontinuation the goodness-of-fit for each 

distribution was assessed using AIC/BIC statistics and visual inspection (Tables S8A and 

S8B). As with the squamous analysis, for nivolumab OS and PFS long-term extrapolations 

were validated against CheckMate 003 (Gettinger et al. 2015). For OS, in the original TLV 

submission the minimum follow-up was 3 years in CheckMate 003 and 18 months in 

CheckMate 057. An update of CheckMate 003 with a minimum follow-up of 5 years and an 

update of CheckMate 057 with a minimum follow-up of 3 years has since been presented 

(Brahmer et al. 2017, Font et al. 2017), further confirming the appropriateness of the chosen 

log-normal model for nivolumab OS. For docetaxel OS and nivolumab OS, following the 

landmark available from CheckMate 003, conditional survival predicted from the long-term 

extrapolation of these parametric curves was then validated against conditional survival 

from external data sets, including SEER, and the national cancer registries of Sweden and 

Norway (Table A3) (Brahmer et al. 2017, Brahmer et al. 2015, Bristol-Myers Squibb 2015a, 

Bristol-Myers Squibb 2015b, Font et al. 2017, KREFT Registeret 2015, Regionala 

Cancercentrum I Samverkan 2014). For docetaxel PFS and time-to-treatment 

discontinuation there were no real-world data sets which provided long-term estimates, and 

therefore, validation was limited to CheckMate 057 data. However, a very small proportion 

of patients remained in the progression-free state for docetaxel at 1 year, minimizing the 

uncertainty of the extrapolated curve (Table S7).  

OS and PFS curves used in the base-case analysis, over 30 months and extrapolated 

over a lifetime horizon, are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5. In CheckMate 057, health 

state utilities by treatment arm did show statistically significant differences; therefore, 

treatment-specific utilities were used for each health state (see Table 2) (Burstrom et al. 

2014, Dolan 1997). 

 

 
Figure 4:  Parametric curves for OS over 30 months (non-squamous analysis; 

CheckMate 057)  

OS = overall survival. 
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Figure 5:  Parametric curves for OS and PFS extrapolated over a lifetime horizon 

with validation using nivolumab trials with longer follow-up (non-

squamous analysis; CheckMate 057) 

 OS = overall survival; PFS = progression-free survival. 

 

Table 2:  Mean EQ-5D-3L values from the non-squamous analysis (CheckMate 057) 

by treatment and health state 

Treatment  Country  

(reference for tariff) 

Progression-free 

health state utility 

Mean (95% CI) 

Progressed disease  

health state utility 

Mean (95% CI) 

Nivolumab UK (Dolan 1997) 0.761 (0.747, 0.774) 0.716 (0.687, 0.744) 

Sweden (Burstrom et al. 2014) 0.853 (0.846, 0.859) 0.830 (0.817, 0.844) 

Docetaxel UK (Dolan 1997) 0.716 (0.703, 0.730) 0.638 (0.597, 0.678) 

Sweden (Burstrom et al. 2014) 0.825 (0.819, 0.832) 0.795 (0.778, 0.813) 

CI = confidence interval; EQ-5D-3L = EuroQoL-5D 3-level questionnaire. 

3 Results  

3.1 Squamous NSCLC 

For squamous NSCLC, the incremental cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) 

amounted to 1,013,697 SEK (€95,459) for nivolumab versus docetaxel, based on an 

incremental cost of 734,573 SEK (€69,174) and an incremental QALY gain of 0.72 (Table 

3).  

An overview of the results of the scenario analyses conducted for squamous NSCLC 

is provided in Table S9. Applying a treatment-stopping rule at 96 weeks reduced the 

incremental cost per QALY for nivolumab versus docetaxel to 719,268 SEK (€67,733) per 

QALY. Using Swedish utility weights rather than UK utility weights resulted in an 

incremental cost of 855,505 SEK (€80,562) per QALY. Applying no discount rate to costs 

or outcomes resulted in an incremental cost of 948,971 SEK (€89,364) per QALY.  

DSA for nivolumab versus docetaxel revealed that the HR applied to model OS for 

nivolumab, utility weights, and treatment cost were the most important drivers of cost-

effectiveness (Figure 6).  

PSA for nivolumab versus docetaxel resulted in an incremental cost per QALY of 

1,045,419 SEK (€98,446). Of the 1,000 iterations run for the PSA, 95% of these fell within 

a range of 547,802 SEK (€51,586) to 2,534,953 SEK (€238,714) incremental cost per 
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QALY. When applying a treatment-stopping rule at 96 weeks, the PSA for nivolumab 

versus docetaxel resulted in an incremental cost per QALY of 713,318 SEK (€67,172). Of 

the 1,000 iterations run for the PSA, 95% fell within a range of 414,362 SEK (€39,020) to 

1,931,261 SEK (€181,865) incremental cost per QALY. The cost-effectiveness 

acceptability curves (CEACs) illustrating these findings are shown in Figure S1 and Figure 

S2. 

 

Table 3:  Base-case cost-effectiveness results (squamous analysis; CheckMate 017) 

 

Incremental 

costs (SEK) 

Incremental 

LY 

Incremental 

QALYs 

Incremental cost per LYG 

(SEK) 

Incremental 

cost per 

QALY 

(SEK) 

Nivolumab 

vs. 

docetaxel 

734,573 1.16 0.72 632,708 1,013,697 

Total costs (SEK) Cost breakdown (SEK) 

Disease 

management 

costs 

Treatment 

acquisitions 

costs 

Treatment 

administration 

costs 

Monitoring 

costs 

Adverse 

event costs 

 

Nivolumab 898,160 149,735 700,452 42,187 4,345 1,440 

Docetaxel 163,587 105,698 21,609 25,252 3,347 7,681 

Total QALYs 

 

QALY breakdown 

Disease state Adverse events 

Nivolumab 1.26 1.27 -0.01 

Docetaxel 0.54 0.54 -0.05 

LY = life years; LYG = life years gained; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; SEK = Swedish Kroner. 

 

3.2 Non-squamous NSCLC 

For non-squamous NSCLC, the incremental cost per QALY was 1,231,664 SEK (€115,985) 

for nivolumab versus docetaxel, based on an incremental cost of 999,032 SEK (€94,078) 

and an incremental QALY gain of 0.81 (Table 4).  

Table S10 provides an overview of the scenario analyses of costs per QALY for 

nivolumab versus docetaxel conducted for non-squamous NSCLC. Using PFS data instead 

of time-to-treatment discontinuation data to model treatment duration resulted in an 

incremental cost of 1,159,286 SEK (€109,169) per QALY. Applying a treatment-stopping 

rule at 96 weeks yielded an incremental cost of 593,702 SEK (€55,908) per QALY. Using 

Swedish utility weights resulted in an incremental cost of 1,165,401 SEK (€109,745) per 

QALY. Applying no discount rate to costs or outcomes resulted in an incremental cost of 

1,203,977 SEK (€113,377) per QALY.  

DSA demonstrated that changes to body weight (which defines the amount of drug 

administered and, hence, the drug costs), utility value used for the progression-free health 

state, and discount rates (outcomes) were the most important drivers of cost-effectiveness 

(Figure 7). 
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PSA for nivolumab versus docetaxel resulted in an incremental cost per QALY of 

1,266,319 SEK (€119,248). Of the 1,000 iterations run for the PSA, 95% fell within a range 

of 829,523 SEK (€78,115) to 2,249,617 SEK (€211,844) incremental cost per QALY. When 

applying a treatment-stopping rule at 96 weeks, the PSA for nivolumab versus docetaxel 

resulted in an incremental cost per QALY of 602,644 SEK (€56,750). Of the 1,000 iterations 

run for the PSA, 95% fell within a range of 407,316 SEK (€38,357) to 1,042,287 SEK 

(€98,151) incremental cost per QALY. The CEACs illustrating these findings are shown in 

Figure S3 and Figure S4. 

 

Table 4:  Base-case cost-effectiveness results (non-squamous analysis; CheckMate 057) 

 

Incremental 

costs (SEK) 

Incremental LY Incremental 

QALYs 

Incremental cost per LYG 

(SEK) 

Incremental cost 

per QALY (SEK) 

Nivolumab 

vs. 

docetaxel 

999,032 1.064 0.811 939,142 1,231,664 

Total costs (SEK) Cost breakdown (SEK) 

Disease Treatment 

acquisition 

Treatment 

administration 

Treatment 

monitoring 

Subsequent 

treatment 

Adverse 

events 

Other 

Nivolumab 1,170,317 137,028 948,177 65,147 3,710 16,154 101 0 

Docetaxel 171,285 116,703 4,786 12,394 772 29,767 6,865 0 

Total QALYs 

 

QALY breakdown 

Disease state Adverse events 

Nivolumab 1.465 1.467 -0.002 

Docetaxel 0.654 0.707 -0.053 

LY = life years; LYG = life years gained; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; SEK = Swedish Kroner. 

 

4 Discussion  

This analysis showed that the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) for nivolumab 

versus docetaxel in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC were estimated to be 1,013,697 

SEK (€95,459) and 1,231,664 SEK (€115,985), respectively, in the Swedish setting. 

Increased life expectancy and quality of life associated with nivolumab resulted in a QALY 

gain versus docetaxel of 0.72 and 0.81 in patients with squamous and non-squamous 

NSCLC, respectively. However, these incremental benefits were achieved at higher 

incremental costs versus docetaxel (734,573 SEK [€69,174] and 999,032 SEK [€94,078]) 

in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC, respectively. Most of these costs were attributed 

to nivolumab drug acquisition; in addition to a higher cost per dose, nivolumab is associated 

with longer treatment duration than docetaxel as patients remain progression-free for longer 

(Borghaei et al. 2015, Brahmer et al. 2015). The base-case findings indicate that the price 

of nivolumab is a driver of cost-effectiveness. 
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These findings are generally consistent with those observed in the TLV appraisal 

(Tandvårds- och läkemedelsförmånsverket 2017). For squamous NSCLC, the TLV 

concluded that the incremental cost per QALY for nivolumab versus docetaxel was likely 

in the range of 900,000 SEK (€84,752) to 1,370,000 SEK (€129,012). In non-squamous 

NSCLC, the TLV concluded that the incremental cost per QALY for nivolumab versus 

docetaxel was likely in the range of 630,000 SEK (€59,327) to 1,070,000 SEK (€100,761). 

Based on these findings, the New Therapies Council recommended nivolumab as a cost-

effective treatment option for squamous and non-squamous NSCLC in Sweden (The New 

Therapies Council 2019). It must be noted that our ICER value in non-squamous NSCLC 

(1,231,664 SEK) was slightly higher that that reported by the TLV (1,070,000 SEK). 

However, it was lower than a 2016 Swedish model, based on CheckMate 057 data, that 

resulted in a base-case ICER of 177,478 CHF (1,688,742 SEK); these authors concluded 

that reduced nivolumab price, dose, or treatment duration could decrease the ICER (Matter-

Walstra et al. 2016). The difference in the ICER values obtained between these models could 

be due to a range of factors, including model used, data sources, extrapolations, and price 

lists. It is beyond the scope of this article to address these methodology differences in detail. 

In our model, we also showed that applying a 96-week treatment-stopping rule 

reduced the ICER to 719,268 SEK (€67,733) per QALY in squamous and 593,702 SEK 

(€55,908) per QALY in non-squamous NSCLC. The TLV considered a scenario with a 

maximum treatment duration of 96 weeks. With a generalized gamma model to extrapolate 

time-to-treatment discontinuation and the use of a 96-week treatment-stopping rule, the 

ICER decreased to 600,882 SEK (€56,584). However, the TLV highlighted that further 

clinical evidence was required to support the efficacy of nivolumab beyond treatment 

cessation (Tandvårds- och läkemedelsförmånsverket 2017). Furthermore, the model also 

showed that when applying Swedish utility weights the ICER reduced to 855,505 SEK 

(€80,562) per QALY in squamous and 1,165,401 SEK (€109,745) per QALY in non-

squamous NSCLC. The decrease in the cost per QALY is driven by the fact that Swedish 

health utility weights were higher than those for the UK (Table 1 and Table 2), which has 

been validated an independent trial (Aronsson et al. 2015).  

Assessing uncertainty in the PSA yielded similar results to the base-case in our 

model. The PSA in each model was run for 1,000 iterations and yielded an ICER of 

1,045,419 SEK (€98,446) and 1,266,319 SEK (€119,248) in squamous and non-squamous 

NSCLC, respectively. The DSA showed that the models were most sensitive to utility 

values, body weight, long-term treatment costs and discount rates (outcomes). 

4.1 Strengths and limitations 

The models were based on the versions submitted to the TLV (Tandvårds- och 

läkemedelsförmånsverket 2017). In its appraisal, the TLV found the model structure to be 

appropriate, and the inputs and assumptions to be in line with previous submissions. The 

model was also derived from robust data from randomized trials (CheckMate 017 and 057). 

Health state utility weights were calculated from data collected directly from patients in 

CheckMate 017 and 057 and did not require extrapolation or use of external evidence. 

Extrapolations based on the clinical data (OS and PFS) were extensively validated against 

external trials such as CheckMate 003 and CheckMate 063 and real-world datasets, 

including SEER program data (Bristol-Myers Squibb 2015a, Gettinger et al. 2015, Rizvi et 

al. 2015). Though the original models were submitted to the TLV based on 12- and 18-

month data for squamous and non-squamous respectively, it is evident from longer follow-

up in CheckMate 003 (up to 5 years) and in CheckMate 017 and 057 (up to 3 years) that the 

base-case extrapolations remain appropriate and valid. The largest uncertainty in the model 
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is longer-term nivolumab OS. The 3-year nivolumab OS rates predicted by the original 

models were 17.4% and 19.4% in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC respectively; in 

comparison, the longer follow-up from CheckMate 017 and 057 estimated 3-year nivolumab 

OS rates of 15.6% and 17.7%, respectively. Therefore, longer follow-up from the trials has 

validated the robustness of the original extrapolations.  

The cost-effectiveness analyses have many limitations. First, only grade 3/4 adverse 

events were included. In addition, the disutility of adverse events was not available from the 

trial data, but was sourced from the published literature. However, adverse events contribute 

to less than 1% of the incremental costs and QALYs of nivolumab versus docetaxel; thus, 

the impact of adverse events on the economic model results is small. Furthermore, since 

nivolumab has a more favourable toxicity profile than docetaxel, it is likely that the 

exclusion of some adverse events would make the model conservative.  

Second, the usual modelling approach with PFS as a proxy for treatment duration 

presented challenges in modelling nivolumab in these two trials, as treatment was allowed 

beyond initial radiographic progression. To validate this assumption, PFS versus time-to-

treatment discontinuation was tested in both models. For the squamous analysis, nivolumab 

PFS and time-to-treatment discontinuation were superimposed; therefore, this assumption 

had a marginal impact on the results. For the non-squamous analysis, nivolumab time-to-

treatment discontinuation was greater than PFS, so time-to-treatment discontinuation was 

used as a proxy for PFS in the base-case. Therefore, this assumption was not required in the 

base-case of the non-squamous model.  

Third, ICERs as a function of nivolumab price were considered in the sensitivity 

analyses and not the base-case model. However, these sensitivity analyses showed that an 

overwhelming driver of cost-effectiveness was long-term treatment cost (squamous) and 

discount rates (non-squamous). 

4.2 Policy implications 

The New Therapies Council has recommended use of nivolumab, following the TLV 

appraisal that nivolumab is a cost-effective treatment option for previously treated patients 

with squamous or non-squamous NSCLC in Sweden. Our model further supports these 

findings. 

5 Conclusions 

This cost-effectiveness analysis demonstrated that increased life expectancy and 

improvements in quality of life associated with nivolumab resulted in a QALY gain versus 

docetaxel of 0.72 and 0.81 in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC patients, respectively. 

These gains were at a higher incremental cost of 734,573 SEK (€69,174) and 999,032 SEK 

(€94,078), which was driven mainly by nivolumab acquisition costs. The resulting ICERs 

for nivolumab versus docetaxel were estimated at 1,013,697 SEK (€95,459) and 1,231,664 

SEK (€115,985) in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC, respectively. Based on these 

findings, nivolumab was deemed a cost-effective treatment option for squamous and non-

squamous NSCLC in Sweden in accordance with previous appraisals by the Dental and 

Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (TLV) and New Therapies council in Sweden.  
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